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Food
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Have you ever eaten a grapefruit
That tasted like leftover steak?

Or eaten some toast, for your breakfast,
That tasted like chocolate cake?



Have you ever come across lettuce
That seemed to taste something like bread?

Or bitten a nice-looking apple
Which tasted like pizza, instead?



Have you ever heard of  tomatoes
That taste like risotto? Or cheese?



Or heard of  an orange 
that tasted like egg?

Or tuna that 
tasted like peas?



The next time you’re eating a carrot,
Think hard when you take your first bite.
How would you feel if  it tasted like coffee?



Just don’t be surprised- coz it might!
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	 	I like to talk to the concrete
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I like to talk to the concrete.
I like to chat to the wall.
I have been known to converse with an oven,
And talk to the rug in the hall.
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I’ve shared my thoughts with a toaster,
I’ve had a few laughs with a door.
A pencil and I have been friends for a while
But I like my desk’s company more.



The fridge and the freezer are fluent, 
although their opinions are wrong.
But when I start chin-wagging with my old bike we can
go on and on all day long.



The window just next to the doorway 
Will listen whenever I speak.
I’ve hung out a lot with old boxes and cans,
And I speak to a cupboard each week.



So don’t be surprised, if  you call me,
If  I do not answer the phone;
I’m probably outside, discussing the news
With a tree-stump, or maybe a stone.





When David went to Boston



When David went to Boston,
He changed his name to Tim. 
And when he moved to Birmingham, 
He changed his name to Jim.



He spent some time in Delhi,
He went by name of  Brad.

Philip when in Auckland, 
Sam in Trinidad.



In Dallas he was Donald,
In Moscow he was Ray.

Simon in Helsinki,
Robert in Bombay.



He stayed a while in Lima; they called him Señor Bill.

Tom in Tokyo, Mike in Cork, and Ken in Jacksonville.
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He chose the special nicknames Brendan,
Samuel, Paul and Lee,
In London, New Orleans, Baghdad, and
Perth, respectively.



He travelled all through Europe,
No two cities were the same.

It won’t surprise the reader that 
The same went for his name.



His life came to an end one day
(indeed, we all must die).
The headstone for the grave of  this
Most interesting guy,
With all his names inscribed, 
Stood up...



...eleven stories high.





The enormous waste of time you just read came about because at 
some stage I had the regrettable idea of making it. Nothing more, 
nothing less.

The poems were inexplicably composed somewhere around 2006, 
and stayed safely hidden in a folder on my computer for many 
years. The idea of illustrating them came about after I came to enjoy 
a fantastic iOS application called SketchClub. I began by drawing 
images like those included here in “Food”. Having started, I unfortu-
nately decided to keep going. If I had been adequately aware of my 
shortcomings as an illustrator, and had conceived of how many 
hours of my life it was going to consume, I would have thought 
twice. Hindsight is 20-20. This took frigging HOURS. Almost two 
years of trudging through to the pointless end.

The kitchen on page 9 is based on my own. The images in the final 
poem are all unapologetically traced from generic photographs of 
these iconic locations. The temple on page 18 is actually based on 
a Korean one, but I wanted to include my son’s name above the 
door so changed “Seoul” to “Tokyo”.

I have no-one to “thank” as nobody encouraged me to waste my 
time on this, for reasons with which you are now intimately familiar. I 
will, however, confess to being somewhat encouraged by Keiko W, 
who liked numerous SketchClub drawings of monsters I posted on 
FaceBook. If anyone is even slightly to blame apart from me, it’s her.

I’d actually like to do another one, and I have a long, epic poem 
from around the same era ready to go. I think I’ll spend a few years 
on more sensible pursuits first, though.

Apologies, 

Steve Paton 
June, 2016 
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